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Bingham Road
Jeff is able to report that the platform is finished
including paint etc and is ready to be screwed onto
the baseboards. Jeff intends to screw it from
underneath which will enable it to be removable so
that any wiring for such as platform lighting can be
installed. The turntable has been installed to enble
the tracks to the shed to be laid.
Newton Folly
The team of Gerry, George, Tony and Roy has been joined by John Cotton as layout
artist. John has painted some excellent back scenes for us and has plenty more to do.
He is also sorting out the finishing details of many of the Metcalfe models (houses
and shops so far) with drainpipes and guttering and painting in corners - weathering
is next.
This is now a fully functioning 4mm/OO layout for DC and DCC and is available to
any club members wishing to run trains and so far a few members have done so.
It did take quite a long time to sort out the electrics which were complicated by the
need to be able to isolate fiddle yard tracks for DC - DCC was a doddle of course.
We do still have problems with one pair of points which work sometimes but not at
others - nothing to do with the electrics which are ok - just seem to be sticky points suggestions welcome.
Current workload is all about scenics - we have controversially decided to extend the scenic area backwards
into part of the fiddle yard mainly to provide more
space for buildings and scenery as we like this aspect of
modeling but also because some people seem to like to
see what goes on back there.
Lots to do with a major ballasting job threatening and
then thinking about signaling and lighting.
Finally I am pleased to see a couple of our juniors using
the layout, Tom Tomlin is a regular at running his trains on the layout and Charlie
Flockhart was seen recently carefully adding grass to a section of the layout.
Greg Deacon

Burch Green
Work is progressing. The layout has been moved onto three trestles to allow the backscenes
to be attached. The backscene at the works end has been assembled and screwed and glued
together. Its partner at the other end has been assembled and temporarily screwed into place,
pending final adjustment and gluing. The two end boards for transport have been cut to size
and will be added to the two baseboards to make the transportation case before we move on.
Meanwhile Geoff has been building structures for the works end, the latest being a Petite
Properties low relief able ended building.
Rise Park
Little to report. The layout is still stored in the clubroom until its next booking arrives.
Croft Spa
Les and Bob took the layout to Warners' studio at Bourne to be filmed for the BRM DVD.
Getting the layout to the studio proved interesting as it is at the centre of a real warren of
corridoors. The film appeared on the cover DVD of the November 2019 mag with a 10 page
article in the middle. Bob and Les have both had a degree of ribbing since the magazine
came out, though Paul Jones of Warley club said in an email how much he enjoyed it. On
"super busy weekend", 19th and 20th October we took the layout to Wirksworth show
where it was well received. Many thanks to Rodger and Mark for stepping in as operators at
very short notice.
Our show 4th and 5th April 2020.
16 layouts are now confirmed as coming with two more awaiting return of paperwork. As
one of these is the largest it is holding up the floor plan. Meanwhile the show fliers have
arrived and are ready for distribution. Two of our traders took part in the Great Model
Railway Challenge this year> it is hoped we can get one of the resulting layouts in 2021 if
not next year.
Les

South Town will be at Warley in a few weeks and at Spalding this weekend (2-3rd
November).
There will be other exhibitions but they haven't been confirmed yet.
There is a new layout in progress but the progress is very slow. So many other things
to do! And railway modelling is ONLY a hobby.
Chris

Ashtown was at the one-day show at Hinckley on the 19th October where it
performed very well with few derailments, stallings and, even more surprisingly, few
spontaneous uncouplings. Notwithstanding all that, there were some issues that we
need to address before the next outing in February.
Meanwhile, back in the clubroom, since the last Newsletter, attention has been
focussed on the area in and around the station concourse. Bob and Gareth have
finished off the pavements around the station area, the concourse has been tarmacked
and Bob has constructed a Scalescenes Chippy and taxi office. The station building is
complete aside from gutters and drainpipes and the clock faces on the tower. A
lollipop lady is now seeing a group of schoolkids across the road. The platform now
has lighting and signage plus some benches with a couple of waiting passengers. Two
tracks on the traverser, which had buckled, have been relaid ,also relaid were some of
the track at a baseboard joint round the back.
Between now and February we need to complete the station building and the steps
down to the platform, start the last building, namely a hotel just outside the station
and add as much street furniture and population as possible. Also, we have decided to
have a separate cassette-based storage system for trains using the bay platform so that
they can be easily switched back to the correct road for the next iteration of the cycle
of trains. A couple of areas of trackwork need a bit of fettling as well.
Martin
Tremawn progress report
The main platform release road has been lengthened by 4 ½ inches, by moving the
crossover points to the right. Now, both platforms can handle a Castle or a West
Country pacific. The bay platform release road was always longer and could already
handle a West Country pacific. The London expresses can now be handled by
appropriate larger engines, and not rely on Tank engines
A signal box has also been made, but is yet to be put on site.

Welcome to new members:
Roger Clark, Amy and Charlie flockhart, Brian Marriott, Doug Pulford, Peter
Joyce, and Thomas Tomlin.
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